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By what right do I claim your attention to my views On law, medicine and

morality? By what warrant can a law' reformer speak of medicine? In this company, .

by what warrant can anUlsterman speak of morals?P: I am the Chairman of the•
Australian federal law reform" commission.- In the Australian federation, the

constitutional arrangements between the Commonwealth and the States leave it to

the States to desig-n most of th~ laws affecting" medicine and the medical profession.

It might therefore seem to" ~e a curious thing that the Commonwealth's lew refo.rm

agency ha~ become directly involved in a number of topics which .evidence the

growing interface between law and medicine' today. But so it has been.

The Commission is established to 'advise the Attorney-General and

Parliament .on the reform, modern.isation and simplificatiqn of federal laws in

Australia. There are 11 Commissioners, 4 of whom are fUll~time. Sir Zelman Cow~n,

who has, lpng interested himself in the relationship between law. and medicine ~as,

until his appointment as Governor-General, a part-time Commissioner. In its ~arly

days the Commission had the participation of Mr. Justice Brennan, a most

thoughtful Federal1judge who is here tonight and one who .has written specifically

abo\}t law, ethics and medicine.2 TwO weeks ago, the Attorney-General announced

the appointment of Mr. Justice Neasey of the Supreme Cour't of Tasmania' as a

part-time Member. The Commission is a body of lawyers, .fro~ ~ifferent branches of

. that profession and different parts of the .country working on tasks assigned to it, t6

improve our legal system.3

The Commission prepares reports, m'any of which have been picked up and

implemented both at B. Feqer.81 and State levei.4 Before doing so, however, it

engages in a debate with the expert and lay community about the defects in the

current law·and the ways in which those defects c.an be cured.
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One of the. greatest forces that is at work for change in Australian society

today is indubitably the im\?uct upon it of science and technology. There has never

been a time when technological change occurred at today's pace. The machinery of

legal change moves slowly. Technological developments (including in the aren of

medicine) sometimes occur quite rapidly. The 'time cushion' within which our society

and its lawmakers can adjust to change is frequently removed. Events move quickly

and new"medical develol?m~nts are upon us. Often the laws remain unchanged. Acute

ethical and moral values are put in question. The result is a quandary of uncertainty

and even controversy within the law, within medicine and with society at large. This

quandary is of proper concern to modern theologians and churchmen.

Most Of the tasks given to the Law Reform Commission by succe;:;sive

Attorneys-General h8\:'e raised, one way or another, the adjustment of the law to the

dynamic of technological chahge. Several projects have r,equired us to consider

implications of legal reform for members of the medical profession. For example,

OUf first reference required the Commission to pro(;>ose laws to govern criminal

investigation by federal !?olice. The ~esult w~ a report5 which led on to the

Criminal Investigation Bill I977. Among the proposals for r'eform contained in that

Bill was the suggestion that intimate police or customs searches of the body of

suspects shOUld, at the option of the smpect, be carried out not by law enforcement

officers but, as ~ntil then, by a medical practitioner.6 In a report on Alcohol,

Drugs and Driving7 proposals were made for the idcntifi~ation of intoxicants in

suspected drivers which, whilst involving the medical profession, respected the

importance of the distinction between the doctor's duty to 'heal and his duty. to

society where there is a suspected crime.

Our current project on the reform of child welfare laws raises the iS5ue of

the effectiveness and desirability of imposing upon medical practitioners and others

the compUlsion ·of re(?orting cases of sus(;>ected child abuse.8 Our current task on

the reform of the law of evidence in federal courts takes uS into a consideration of

the definition of the privilege of the· medical profession not to disclose patient

communications, even to a court of law. Such a privilege is recogni.sed in few of the

jurisdictions of Australia.9 Our work on the protection of privacy raises the whole

question of (;>atient access to medical and hospital records. With the growing

computerisation of r.ecords, inclUding health records, fears are generated that

important decisions will be made about the individual on the basis of information

Over which he has nacontrol. These fears hav.e led American investigations to
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suggest that there is a need to enforce, as a general principle of privacy protection,

the right of the individual to have access to personol data ·about himself. lO Such n

suggestion, however palatable in the area of government files, strikes resistance i.n

the medical profession, accustomed to keeping its files to itself. Medical and

hospital records ar~ a small but vital area of the individual's privq.te information.

T.hey -may require special discrete treatment by the law so thaf fnmkness as

between I?ractitioner and the patient is not· inhibited. I I

HUMAN TISSUE TRANSnANTS

Any of these topics would be the fruitful subject for consideration before

this audience. But in 1976, the Commission received a reference from the

Attorney-General which was specific to the relation..c;hip between law and medicine.

and, symptomatic of the proble-ms which are waiting in the wings for joint resolution

. by the two profe$ions. I refer to the Commission's project on the law that should

govern human tissue transplants and associated matters in which Sir Zelman Cowen

and Mr. Justice Brennan took a leading part. In terms, the report was limited to

legal change in- the Australian Capital Territory. However, _as the federal

commission has special responsibilities to consider uniformity of law12, and. as

this was a SUbject upopf~hich uniform legislation wa-s' considered warranted 13, we

proceeded to work on the basis that the l?roposals put forward by us would be

available for consideration throughout Australia. So it has proved.

Mr. Justice Windeyer of the High Court of Australia once said that the

law marched with medicine 'but in the rear and limping a little l
•
1.4 Nowadays his

Honour1s observation seems positively charitable. The common law of England,

inherited in Australia, offers no rule or principle for dealing with such difficult

modern problems as transplantation of human organs and_ tissues, in vitro

. fertilisation of the human ovum, artificial insemination generally, genetic

.engineering. and so on. There is a siml?le reason for this.. Until recently, the legal

problems posed by these developments did not have to be confronted. Indeed they

were' not thought of or, if contemplated, they were regarded-as impossible. In the

case of transplants, the -body's immunplogy rejected the process. In these

circumstances, it is not. a matter of criticism' that the law gave no .thought to the

question of ol?erations on donors for the positiv.e removal of healthy,

non-regenerative tissue. The law gave no thought to the conduct .of intrusive

surgery, not for the cure of the donor but for the relief of some other, third person.

Likewise, the taking of organs frem a dead hu~an body was scarcely considered. At
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most, the law recognised only s'limited right to property in a dead body. It offered

few rules about the fights ond obligations of the legal personal representative,

re1D.ti~es or others with respect to it.

In thc,course of the Commission's inquiry it emerged tl1at suitnble 'donors'

of viable organs and tissues (such as kidneys) were often young, otherwise healthy

patients brought into hospitals such as this, frequently after motor car accidents and

with massive brain damage. In these cases, blood circulation is maintnined for a

time by the use of artificial, mechanical means,until a decision is made to

ter.minate this external support. rIle law tends to concegtualise 'death' as an

instantaneous phenomenon. Medical science shows that death is a process. IS

Before artificial ventilators were developed, the classical criterion for

determ,ining death was the cessation of respiration and circulation of the blood.

Interpose a mechanical device and this definition of ldeath' is not only outmoded. It

is positively misch,ievous. In The Queen v. Potter l6 a man stopped breathing 14

hours after hIS admission to hospital with head injuries sustained in a fight with

Potter. He was then conDected to an artificial respirator for 24 hours. The

respirator was disconnect~d. There was no spontaneous breathing and heart beat. He

was pronounced dead. .;-t{<$ kidney was removed and tra!1splanted. At the Coroner's

inquest the question arose as to whether the accused had caused the' victim's death.

It was suggested to the Coroner that the proximate cause of death was the removal

of the ventilator support and transplant operation. Medical evidence was called to

'show that the patient had no hope of recovery from the ,brain, injury he sustained in

the fight. The Coroner's jury found that the removal of the kidney had not caused

the patient's death. It returned a verdict of manslaughter against the assailant, who

was then committed for trial. But he was subsequently charged not with. murder nor

with manslaughter but with the less.er offence of common assault. He was found

guilty. The case is in many ways unsatisfactory. It demonstrates the doubts,

confusions and potential risks ,of the law 'in its present state.

The Law Reform Commission presented its report. It proposed that the

law should, recognise a definition of 'death' for all purposes of the law (not just

transplants). -This d~finition would have regard not only to irreversible cessation of

circulation of the blood but also t~ 'irreversible ces:;ation of- all functions of' the

brain of the person,;17
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A large number of other contentious questions had to be faced by the

Commission. I list some of them to indicate the sensitive and difficult issues which

law reform must address in the medi<:o-Iegal area. These are issues upon which

society will ~um to churchmen for guidance:

Should consent be required for donations at death or is it appropriate, in

today's society, to infer consent to remove organs at death, unless a person

has, in his 'lifetime, registered an objection? The law of France and of some

other countries has recently adopted the latter approach.

Should the same legal regime cover transplantation of human spermatozoa

and, ova or is the transplantatioh of human life itself in a sp,ecial class

requiring legal treatment separate from the transfer of a kidney, cornea and

so on?

Should II child, in E.tny circumstances, be permitted to donate a

non-regenerative, paired organ to a sibling or should the law absolutely forbid

this to protect the family and a young person from facing such a dilemma,

even though the consequences of such an absolutist s.tand may be the death of

a member of the family for non-availability of an organ sUit~bJe fot"

transplant?

. Should Coroners be emf.)owered to give f.)re-death consent to tissue remo.val?

Should the present retention of pituitary glands, rem·oved from bodies at

autopsy, be legitimised, because of the great social benefit that ensues in the

treatment of dwarfism and· other conditions from the use of the hormone

extracted from such removed discarded tissue?

These are some only of the sensitive, controversial questions forced upon our society

by the sudden advent of transplant surgery: The law, which is supposed to state

society'sstandards, has been left behind. In confronting these questions, the Law

Reform ,?ommission adopted it~ usual processing of exhaustive consultation: It

turned to a team of consultants drawn· from the medical profession in ~ll parts of

Australia. It added to this team .moral philosophers- and· theologians of dif(erent

traditions. Dr. Thomas J. Connolly, Head of the Department of Moral Theology -in

the Catholic Institute of SydUey was one such invaluable con~ultant. Public hearings

were held in all parts of the country. A consultative document
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was issued and widely discussed. The media was engaged in the debate. Millions of

Australians heard the issues thoroughly and soberly explored hefore television and

radio.

In the end, the Commission delivered a report18 with draft legislation.

The British Medical Journal, not frequently given to commenting on Australisn leP,"R.l

developments, declared it 'the latest of an outstanding series'.

The pUblicity which the Commission's activities attracted in the course of

preparing and pUblishing the report did a lot in Australia to remedy th€

ignorance of the public and the apathy of the medical profession towards

this important subject.19

Requests for the report have 'Come from nIl over the world. Authority has been given

for its translation into Spanish for use by governments throughout South America. I

cllnnot recall to mind another cnse of a legal transplant from Australia to Hispanic

America. Althol)gh Australian achievements on the international stage of medical

research have been numerous, our equiValent achievements in legal theory and

jurisprudence have been fewer. Times change.

Nor has the Droject been simDly a scholarly exercise. Already

governments throughout Australia are adopting the Commission's report. The

Commonwealth has adopted it for the Australian Capital Territory in 1978.20 In

Queensland21 and in the Northern Territory of Australia22 legislation

SUbstantially based on the Commission's report is now in force. In Victoria, within

the last fortnight, a report of a committee chaired"by the former 'Coroner, Mr. H.W.

Pascoe, has recommended adoption of the legislation in Victoria.23 Progress in

New South Wales is not known but the report is under consideration in the other

States. In a country which cannot boast "many uniform laws, here is an area where

uniformity of legislation is both desirable and urgent. It is desirable because there

are no reasons of local conditions which promote the merits of diversity. The biology

involved, the medical techniques, the human and ethical problems are all the same.

The use of organs removed in one part of the country for transplantation in another

part of the country, cannot be ruled out. For the clear instruction of medical and

other staff, a simple modern regime is required. Above~all, it is desirnble that a

single definition of 'death' for all legal purposes shOUld be adopted throughout the

country, giving recognition to the advance of human knOWledge of 'death' and the, .

understanding of its processes. The urgency of -attention to this subject arises from
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the large numbers of persons awaiting transplantation, the desirability that the Is w

should not unduly stand in the way of this medical advance and the need to avoid the

mis~hief, uncertainty and unfairness which arises where the law is silent, obscure or

obstructive in modern conditions.

THE RIGHT TO DIE

I realise that to many transplants and the law may seem an exotic area of

particular, limited concern. "The medical profession itself is divided about the utility

of some transplants and the !?rognosis for this particular procedure. 24 Though it is

a subject which creates great public fascination, captures headlines nnd agitates

vocal groups, there are many more 'low key' developments which arc occurring in

the treatment of disease and distress Which, in the numbers affected, far outweigh

the contribution to human llffppiness which transplants cause. What is specinl about

this procedure is that it is a species of the modem'genus of medicrildevelopments

which challenge the ethical, professional and legal boundaries governing the he£.lUng

professions. There are others in the genus. To some of them I now turn.

Death, Which",. we sought to define in our report, has lately been the

subject of an unusuatl'amount of community interest and debate. Sir Macfarlane

Burnet has described the develol?ment thus:

There is a nearly universal taboo against the discussion of death; even the

word is avoided in favour of some acceptable alternative wherever

possible. As many have said in recent years, the time seems almost ready

for that taboo to be lifted in the same way as the taboo against the-public
•discussion of sexual matters has been over the past. two decades.25

Sir Macfarlane takes a firm geneticisPs view that it is tabsurd to continue to believe

that all human life must be conserved at any' cost,.26 He argues vigorously the

right to qie, and in some circumstances, to let die. He asserts, as a fact, thatth15

already hlll?l?enS in Australia:

[C) ompassionate infanticide is already standard practice where the

product of birth is such as to justify the term T~onstrousl, i.e. where there

is a gross and physically disgusting malformation such us anen cephaly

(complete I.!bsence of brain). Severe spina bifida, where there is no

possibility of effective surgery, is also not infrequently dealt with by

, 
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allowing the infant to die u~der sedation. Evenly balanced controversy

persists in regard to -s()ina bifida generally, the results- of surgery being so

unhappy that many paediatr.icians prefer to allow the child to die in

comfort•... I\·;ost physicians will agree that compassionate infanticide

is no less morally defensible than the accepted routine in a sllspected

pregnancy of waiting three months until a cell test of foetal fluid

(amniocentesis) can be carried out and, if positive, the foetus destroyed

by a late abortion.... Nowadays an intelligent woman desires, and usually

achieves, a two-child family; she would appreciate, rather than resent,

anything that could help ensure that the two children she rears are

genetically sound. 27

If these views lead the fearlt;ss Sir Macfarlane into controversy with the Churches

and with this audience as I am sure they will, his call for the painless and private

killing of psychopathic criminals 'rather than [requiring them tol rot Qut life in a

prison asylum,28 raise doubts in t~e m·inds of many of the legal profession.

But these are extreme and unusual casE!s, Much more frequent is the daily

moral ,and ethical problem pose.d by the so-called 'right to die'. Quite apart from the

need in any society to ~ace squarely the costs and benefits of extreme measures in

maintaining life, .there is an even mOre fundamental question which perplexes

modern man: whether the individual has a right to die or whether countenancing

such a 'right' amounts to_ a form of lpassive euthanasia'.

In the United States, in the wake of the Karen Quinlan tragedy and the

controversy that case~9 aroused a number of States have m~:>ved to provide for an

enforceable 'living v-iilP by which a person of fU.ll capacity can, in his lifetime, direct

that 'extraordinary means' will·not be used to keep him or her 'alive,}l Such

legislation ·proposes the right of an -adult person of sound mind to execute n

declaration which dire~ts the witholding or withdrawing of 'extraordinary life

sustaining procedures' once he or she is adjudged to have a terminal condition. On

this subject too, Sir Macfarlane has few doubts.

When a person ·is di.agnosed as suffering from a condition w.hich, in the

opinion of two or· more competent physicians, 'will be lethal with greater

than 90% probability within 'two years, the quality of the rest of his life

should be clearly visualised for the patient, so that he can consider the

available -alternatives. The typical example of such a situation arises when

the patient
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is diagnosed as suffering from some fOI.'m of cancer.... I.believe that if

lthe] alternatives were carefully and honestly presented, most elderly

people would opt for what comfort they can have rather than face

mutilating surgery or other 'heroic' measures...• If the patient chooses

what the doctor regards as essential passive euthanasia, he must be

allowed his way.... Eventually it could become an admired and even

eXI?€cted action that an old person should deliberately sign off from life

w~en he realised that he had become a burden to his kinsfolk and the

community.31

Without embracing all of Sir Macfarlane Burnet's views, it is probably fair to say

that the right to eleCt against extraordinary medical procedures would be supported

by most Australians today. Certainly the teachings of the Catholic, Protestant and

Je~1sh religions, whilst in no way supporting -active forms of euthanasia or mercy

-killing, do not require artificial sustenance- of a life which is naturally ebbing away.

Pope Paul \1 put it thus:·

The duty of a doc'tor consists principally in applying means at his disposal

to lessen the ~uffering of a sick person instead of concentrating on
""prolonging foi"" the longest time possible - using any methods and under

any .circumstances -:.. a life which is no longer fUlly human and which is

drawing. naturally to its· end. 32

Within the medical profeSSion, it is·a widely held.opinfon. that'wher.e ~ patient with a·

terminal illness who suffers great pain or disability has for'med a firm, irrevocable

and informed wish to die, that wish ~hould -be respected. Although a medical

practitioner may not deliberately terminate'such a life, he should do what.is in his

power to· ensure for his patient a painless and dignified death. ~his will be so, even if

·measures he adopted may slightly accelerate the extinc~ion of life or at least

measures he fails to adopt may, -if they had been adopted, have slightly prolonged

it.33

A most eminent English juctg=e, summing ,up to the jury in ·the case of Dr. J. Bodkin

Adams, l?ut it thus:

If the first purl?ose of medicine - the restoration of health - can no

longer, be acQ.ieved, there is still much for th!? doctor to do, and he is

entitled to do. all th~t is proper and necessary to relieve pain· and

suffering, even if the mensure~ he takes may incidentally shorten life. 34
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In Othello Shakespeare reflected upon the 'right to die' when a person reaches a

tormented and intolerable state:

It is silliness to live when to live is torment;

And then we have a prescription to die when death is our·physiciani35

The position under Australian law of the practitioner terminating the life even of a

'monstrous', 'deformed' p.nd 'retarded' child is, to say the Ieast, dubious. The act and

the intent to kill may n9t be excused by high social or personal motives. Description

of' infanticide as 'compassionate' is question-begging. Though our dependence on

medical skills and the urgency of many procedures require a very great deal of

latitude in the professional decisions ·of practitioners it is just not the _way of our

legal system to countenance (without. due, lawful criteria and standards) the

practitioner's becoming judge, .. jury and executioner in the deterrpinationof whether

even a deformed child will live. Of course, I realise that if Sir Macfarlane is right,

few of these cnses ~ill come to notice, presumably even notice of the parents. Even

if it came to the notice of parents, few would"seek a pr,osecution. Few would be the

State prosecutions of doctors in these circumstances. Fewer still would be the

convictions of a jury. The fact remains that we are muddling along here in a shady

world, in which the lD,;w<l·says one thing with relative clarity and medical prEl.ctice

(probnbly countenanced by many in society), may be following another course. In

decisions so vital as life and death, and Where· value jUdgments of what is 'monstrous'

and 'unacceptable l life are matters of high controversy, the law is pointing one way.

Modern ethics and s~memedicalpractice. would seem to be pointing another.

I can see a great difference between positive steps to terminate a life

(inherent in any talk of 'infanticide') and the passive scceptance of the ineVitability

of death naturally occurring if there is no 'officious' medical intervention. It is a

fine line between the positive acts which. constitute euthanasia and the passive

acceptance of nature's normal course. But .it is an important distinction. The

embrace by many members of Germany's medical profession of the euthanasia

programme of the 'Nnzi administration,- stands as a warning to us of the slippery

slope we are on when termination of life depends on the value jUdgment. of

somebody, however educated and apparently civilised, as to the 'worth", 'valu~',

'monstrous' or iretarded' qUality of the life proposed to-be extinguished.36
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The controversy about a legal 'right to aie' has now re:ached Australia. A

Bill has been introduced into the South Australian Parliament· by the Honourable

Frank Blevins M.L.C. for an Act to be titled the 'Natural Death Act 1980'. The long

"title declares that the purpose of the Act will be:

To enable persons to make declarations of their desire not to be subjected

to extraordinary meaSures designed artificially to prolong life in the event

of a terminal illness.

In the Bill, 'extraordinary measures' are defined to mean:

medical or surgical' measures that prolong life by maintaining th.e

operation of bodily functions that are temporarily or permanently

incapable of independent operation.

The -Bill would pern:tit a person who desires not to be subjected to extraordinary

measures in the event of his suffering from a terminal illness, to make a declaration

in the fo~m of the schedule to the Act38 It goes on to provide for the duty of the

medical profession:

Where a person who is suffering from a terminal illness has made a

declaration under this Act, and the medical practitioner responsible for

his treatment has notice of that declaration, it shall be the duty of that

medical practition~r to act in accordance with the wishes of the patient

as ~xpressed in the declaration unless there is ground to believe that the

patient has revoked or·intended to revoke, the declaration.39

The necessity of informed consent for medical procedures is underlined by another

provision:

This section does not derogate from the duty of a medical practitioner, to

infocm a patient' who is conscious, and capable of exercising a rational

jUdgment, of all the various forms of treatment that may be available in

his particular case so that. the patient may make an informed jUdgment as

to whether a particular form of treatment 'shOUld or" should not be

undert?ken..

It is specifically prOVided that the Act will not affect the right of a person to refuse,
medical treatment or the legal consequences (if any) of taking or refraining from

taking extraordinary me~sures in the case of a patient who has not made a

declaration.40
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This South Australian Bill has been referred to a Select Committee of the

Legislative Council. The committee is taking evidence upon it. Whether it will be

enacted, remains to be seen. I predict that we will'see much more in this issue in

Australia. I am sure that an andience of medical practitioners knows better than I of

the anxiety of some f?atients at least to be spared ~hat they consider as the

indignities and (possibly) prolonged pain to themselves and their family of

'extraordinary measures'. The growing proportions of the aged in our community, the

advances in medical technology and the .dedication of the Australian medical

profession ensure that this will be an issue of increased controversy in the decades

ahead.

UNITED STATES DEVELOPMENTS

Quite apart from ~ the enactm·ent of statutes, similar to the South

Australian Bill, on the 'right to die' an· increa~ing body of case law is developing in

the United States. This may, in· time, come to have parallels in our country.

The Supreme Court of the United States has spelt out of the Constitution

a constitutional 'right of privacy' to which it has given content relevant to

treatment of the patient. For example, the resolution in the United States of the

debate about abortion occurred not in the Legislature no~ in the ~xecutive

Government but in the Judicial arm of governrnent.41 Whatever ~me may think of

this or the particular decisions, it is clear in the United· States that the

constitutional right to privacy encompasses some matters of personal health. This

comes· about because the United States Supreme Court ·has characterised the

individual's interest in privacy as protect~ng 'the interest in independence in making

.certain kinds of important decisions'.42 Commentators have now .begun to

examine the implications of this line of authority for particular forms of treatment.

One, for example, has examined whether the denial of the use of heroin for

painkilling purposes in the case of a terminally ill cancer patient is 'an abrj~ement

of his constitu~ional right of privacyl.43 ~he author puts his. case thus:

Although the court has only begun tc? explore its parameters, few personal

decisions can be imagIned that possess the intimacy or importan.ce of the

decision to alleviate. chronic pain during the {inal weeks or months of

one's· life.44
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In the United Stales, in pursuance of World Health Organisation Resolutions45 the

possession, manufacture and importation of heroin remains criminally punishable

.under Federal and State law and is civilly prohibited, even for therapeutic use. It

may seem to us to be a curious approach to the argument for the therupf:!utic use of

heroin, to call in aid the courts and the 'right to privacy'. The resolution of the

debate about the 'compelling state interest! in- absolutely forbidding heroin use and

its alleged properties in alleviating pain would seem more appropriate for n medical

conference or administrative resolution than decision in a courtroom. That the case

is argued indicates the develol?ing American jurisprudence about the rights of

patients as against the doctor and as against the state. It is a jurisprudence which I

am sure a self-confident,- ancient and sometimes paternalistic medical profession

will fear and even resist. We have no such constitutional rights as can give rise to an

argument on the ground of a 'constitutional right to privacy'. But I have no doubt. .
that in Australia, with "8 popUlation better educated and better informed, with high

expectations of itself and of the medicnlprofession, anlllagous challenges to' the

unreviewed professional decision may be expected in the future.'

Apart from learned speCUlation, cases are actually coming before the

United States courts fo~judicial control of the l?rofoundly important decisions of

life and death. In Novefuber 1977, the Supreme Court of Massachusetts delivered its

judgment in the case of Joseph Saikewicz:46 He was a severely retarded resident

of a State institution who had developed an acute form of leUkemia. He died in

September 1976. According to medical testimony, chemotherapy would have

involved considerable suffering and at best would have prolonged the patient's life

for approximately one year. A court refused to order the chemotherapy. Prior to his

death, the State Supreme Court affirmed this decision and later published its

reasons. In'the reasons it sought to establish:

procedures appropriate for reaching a decision where a person allegedly

incompetent [and terminally ill] is in a position in which a decision' as the

giving orwitho'lding orUfe-prolonging treatment must be JTlade.47

The court held that the proper tribunal for making such decisions in cases of this

kind was the court, based on the court's determination of what the patient would

,have wanted. This aspect of the decision provoked a Kreat deal of controversy.

Leaders of the medical profession responded with 'shocl{ and indignation', ar-guing

that the d'ecision 'encroaches unjustifiably on medical practice and requires
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reasons. In'the reasons it sought to establish: 

procedures ap[)ropriate for reaching a decision where a person allegedly 

incompetent [and terminally ill] is in a position in which a decision' as the 

giving or witho'lding of life-prolonging treatment must be JTlade.47 
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decision-mal-~ing machinery that is both impractical and inhumanel.4~ It was

contended that the decision conflicts with the approach to decision-making for

incompetents laid down by the Supreme Court .of New Jersey in the Karen Quinlan

case.49 It was said that the latter was more humane and more consonant with

sound medicd practice.

On the other hand~ law professors have now spru~g into the 'fray,

sup[:)Qrling the Saikewicz approach. They contend that the lrule of law' requires clear

and public pre-existing rules, openly B.l?plied and ultimately upheld and scrutinised in

the courts.50 A third course is now being argued by a professor of philosophy. He

is equal in his condemnation of the 'medical pa.ternalism 1 of his medical collea.gues

and what he calls the 'legal imperialism'.of those in the law.51

Whether crucial mor-al decisions are routinely made in closed medical

committees or in open court rooms, it is unlikely that the reSJlts will be

understandable, much less acceptable, to the genera~ pUblic, which must

live with them. Concentrating such responsibility in the hands of one or

other professional group is not likely to encourage a much needed

responsible public consensus. Nor is it likely to aid in the development of

the public's p,6~ers of moral reasoning or its sensitiVity to complex
issues.52 .

THE PATIENT'S RIGHT TO KNOW

This tension between sO-called 'medical paternalism' and 'legal

imperialism' is equally evident in consideration_of the issue of truth-telling in the

doctor/patient relationship. L~t me start by stating that I apl?roach this issue with, I

hope, an unders.tanding of the problem that must often confront a doctor, looking

across the deS< at the anxio~s eyes of a pat~ent, or his family, for whom the only

truthful news can be bad. In a piece titled 'ShOUld Doctors Tell the Truth?' Joseph

Collins, an experienced medical practitioner, put. it this way:

To tell the whole truth is often to perpetuate a cruelty of which many are

incapable. This is. partiCUlarly true of physicians. TllOse of them who are

not compassionate by nature are made so by experience. They come to

realise that they owe their fellow-men justice, and graciousnea::, and

benignity, and it becomes one of the real satisfactions of life to discharge

that obligation. To do so successfully they must frequently withold the

truth from their patients, which is tan'tamount to telling them a lie.53
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The same author contends that the l,9.rt of medicine' consists largely in skilfully

mixing falsehood and truth:

In order to provide the patient with. an amalgam which will make the

mettle of life wear Elnd I<eel? men from being poor shrunken things, full of

malancholy and indisl?osition, unpleasing to themselves and to those who

love them. 54

Collins says that in his experience, though patients have often asked for the truth,

they faU into fOUf types of individuals:

Those who honestly and courageously want to know so that they make as

ready as possible to face [life] while there is still time; those who do not

want to know, and who if they were told would be injured by iti lhos,e who

are wholly incapable of receiving the truth. "Finally, those whose health is

neither seriously disordered nor threatened..55

Collins asserts:

It may seem an exaggeration to say that in40 years of contact with the

sick, the patients I have met who are in the first category could be

counted on the fingers of one hand. The vast majority of who demand'the

truth really belong in the fourth category. But there lire sufficient in the

second to justify consideration of their case. 56

In a stUdy 'of medical attitudes in the United'States on what to tell cancer

patients, Dr. Donald Oken contends that 'no ,area in which we work makes heavier

claims than the tre,atment of cancer patients, with the SUffering, and death Which.

are' its frequent ~ttendantsl.57 Oken rc[)orts upon a number of surveys that

preceded his in the United States. One conducted among Philadelphia physicians,

based on a mail survey of 442 physicians, indicated t~e following response58 :

Always tell

Usually tell

Usually do not tell

Never tell j

3%

28%

57%

12%
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A nationwide survey of nearly 5,000 physicians indicated the following answers ·to a

question about tellfng patients with an 'established diagnosis of incurable cancer':

Never teU

Always tell

Sometimes tell

22'!!\

'16%

62%

Oken's questionnaire was administered differentially to interns, surgeons and generfl.l

practitioners. Respondents were asked to assume that the diagnosis is certain cancer and

that though treatment may be possible, the eventual prognosis was grave. Responding to

that survey,. the aggregate results of his detailed questionnaire sent to all members of the

staff of a busy teaching hospital in Chicago were59 :

Usual Policy

Do not tell

Tell

Total

Exceptions Made

Never

Very rarely

Occasionally

Often

Sub-Total

Often

Occasionally

Very rarely

Never

Sub-Total

Percentage Response

9

47
29

3

,88

4

5

3

o
12

100

I am not aware of similar research in Australi~ though it may exist. The research by Oken

was conducted in 1'961. It took place in another country. It was confi~ed to one hospital.

The relationship between society and its· m.edical profession haye changed in significant

ways in the p.llst two decades. Yet ~he problem of the doctor telling the truth to a patient

and his family surely remains the same today. One doctor responds to this problem as

follows:

The longer I praGtise medicine the more I am convinced that every physician

should cultivate lying as a fine art. [Some} lies _. contribute enormously to the

success of the physician's mission of mercy and salvation.60
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Oken, however, is very critical of the failure of his brethren to inform patients of

suspicion of cancer:

Many studies have revealed a si~nificant proportion [of delay in diagnosis and

treatment] which is ascribable to physicians. A recently published critical

survey of. this literature documents the importance of attitudinal factors such

as pessimism and insensitivity.... When doctors lose hope their patients know it.

If doctors communicate the feeling that cancer is dreadful and irremediable,

how can patients fail to despair? And, frightened and despairing, how can 'they

deal with the possibility that they have cancer? Their only course is to keep the

possibility hidden - from -t~emselves as wen as their doctors. Thus, they court

the very fate which they most fear. No physician, no matter how skilful, can

treat the patient who stays away. Unfortunately, our own feelings· reinforce the

anxieties which keep' them away; the very opposite of our intenC62

An English Law Lord, Lord Edmund-Davies, has pointed to the deArth or judiciAl Authority

in British countries on the 'patient's right to know the truth'.63 The difficulties of

mounting and proving a case of complaint obviously stand in the way of a successful

prosecution or suit. In tn.~ case of patients with a fatal disease, who is there, after a time,

to complain? But wlieKthe hard question is asked of the lawyer, Lord Edmund-Davies

cites with approbation the view of Professor John Hinton in saying that:

Most docto~s will bear in mind how far a person needs to set' his affairs in order,

·whenconsidering what they shOUld tell_a dying patient:. hnpartingadvice to a

man that it might be a wise precaution to_ tidy up business arrangements serves

more than that single function. Conveyed with tact, it is a hint that an ill man

can discuss further with his doctor, if he is of a mind to know more, or it is

advice he can just accept on its face value.64

Wher: a patient's consent to procedur~s or further procedures is required or' where things

have-gone wrong in an earlier operation, decisions of the courts suggest the necessity of

frankness so that consent to treatment can be trUly informed.65 In recent substantial

litigation in New South Wales, a case of psychiatric attention, it was claimed that

informed consent was neither sought hor given.66 ,Recommendations_ were made on the

SUbject of psycho-surgery by a New South Wales Committee of Inquiry in 1977 whicll some

columnists have recently contended· that they provide the model for legislation .on

informed consent to 'all medical treatment'.67 This .'model' would require in every case

free and voluntary consent following:
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a full explanation of the procedures

a fUll description of the discomfort and risks

a fun description of the benefits

a fun oisclosure of appropriate alternative treatment

an offer to answer any inquiries about the (?rocedures

notice that he or she is free to refuse or withdraw' consent at any time

full disclosure of any financial relationship with other medical practitioners,

.institutions or hospitals

notice that he or she has the right to legal advice and representation68

Many members of the medical professio~l both within and outside the psychiatric

discipline, will doubtless feel that such procedures amount to the early symptoms of 'legal

imperialism' the law forcing its way into activities long regarded as the exclusive preserve

of the medical [)rofession. Many laywers, on the other hand, will regard. the claim of the

medical [)rofession to a discretion to depart from strict observance of laws pUblicly made

and frankness and full disclosure to the patient, as an arrogant paternalism, unsqited to

today's world. Typically, the law seeks to uphold the integrity of the individu.al human

being and his right, if he is competent to do so, to make the vital decisions that affect his

life and person. Typically, the law asserts for itself the rignt to step in to speak for the
;

person where he is, bY'r reason of age, incarceration, mental: social or other infirmity

unable to speak for himself. Until lately, a great deal has been left to the Judgment and

discretion of the medical practitioner on the spot. Though obviously much discretion nnd

room for professional jUdgment must remain, I predict that the decades which close this

century will see attempts from both within the medical profession and from without to

provide clear and pUblicly available criteria for action and procedures for review in at

least some vital medical decisions.

If I can join with the American philosopher, whose message to the 'medical

paternalists' and 'legal.imperialists' was essentially 'a plague on both your houses' I would

say that the one thing that is !?lain is that frank public debate and discussion about the

dilemmas of modern medical practice is ·vitally necessary and increasingly urgent.

Otherwise, we run the risk of building medical practice and. regulating laws on 'shifting

sands' which lack a public consensus on the moral issues at stake.69 I a.lso agre-e with

Oken that, however diffi.cult it may be, new attention must be given within the medical

profession to means of communication with patients so. that, as far as possible, .frankness

and honesty are observed.' It is not a lawyer's fancy to say that anything less is a negation

of the individUalism, integrity and rightof self-determination of the patient·.
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CONCLUSIONS

What I have said about transplants, the right to die and truth telling could be

expanded into an essay of much greater length on the other medico-legal issues that

confront us today. Developments in modern medicine stretch the boundaries of the law

and of medical ethics. They also test our· n0tions of morality. Upon these issues the

Church's pUblic voice has been. muted. Test tube fertilisation, the conduct of clinicAl

trials,genetic manipulation, the uSe of foetal material, the treatment of the

intellectually handicapped, patenting medical techniques and biological developments, the

problems of artificial insemination by donor, sterilisation, castration~ psycho-surgery, the

com"pulsory measures for health protection, human cloning and so on, lie before us. Each

of these deyelopments poses issues for medical practitioners. But each also poses complex

problems for priests, the law and for society guided by the Churches and governed by the

law. It is undesirable for the"law to get too far ahead of co~munity understanding nnd

moral consensus in such things. But there is an equal danger, as it se8ms to me, in an

ostrich-like refusal to face up to the legal consequences of medical therapy tlmt is

already occurring. According to Sir Macfarlane Burnet, '.infanticide' on compassionate

grounds already occurs in lmonstrous' cases. Artificial insemination is certainly occurring

in Australia on an increased scale because of the fall-off in the availability of children for

adoption. In vitro fertilisation recently proved successful in a Melbourne hospital. Various

forms of experimentation in genetic engineering already take place in Australia. Hospital

ventilators ar~ turned off. Transplant surgery is a daily reality.

·Moral, ethical and legal problems will not conveniently go away because the law

is silent upon them. Unless the law can keep u[) with these changes, there will be

inadequate guidance for the medical [)rofession when guidance is most needed. Laws of a

ge.neral kind, developed ioan earlier age to address different problems, will lie in wait for

their chance, unexpected operation upon new unforeseen circumstances.

I hope that our society will be courageous and open-minded enough to face up to

these problems and not to sweep them under the medical and legal carpet. Truth-telling

extends from our professions to society as -n whole. What we need are doctors and lawyers

·(and I should say philosophers, churchmen; patients and clients) who will be prepared to

debate publicly the dilemmas forced on us by the advances of science nnd technology. And

help us to find conclusi2:ns that command widespread support or acceptance. Procedures

of law reform bodies can be adapted a<; one medium for this interchange b~twecn expert
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and citizen. What i.s needed is effective machinery to find Australian solutions for the

gUidance of conscientious doctors and distracted (and often timorous) lawmakers.

There are no easy solutions to any of the problems I have mentioned. But until

we start to ask the questiol)s, and face the dilemmas, our society will continue to shuffle

along in directions in which we may not choose to travel ~nd to destinations at which we

wpuld not choose to arrive.·Upon these ,questions nnd dilemmas law reformers, law makers

and society beg the Churches to speak up and to speak clearly.
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